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A molecular model is proposed which predicts wall slip by disentanglement of polymer chains
adsorbed on a wall from those in the polymer bulk. The dynamics of the near-wall boundary layer
is found to be governed by a nonlinear equation of motion, which accounts for such mechanisms on
surface chains as convection, retraction, constraint release, and thermal fluctuations. This equation
is valid over a wide range of grafting regimes, including those in which interactions between
neighboring adsorbed molecules become essential. It is not closed since the dynamics of adsorbed
chains is shown to be coupled to that of polymer chains in the bulk via constraint release. The
constitutive equations for the layer and bulk, together with continuity of stress and velocity, are
found to form a closed system of equations which governs the dynamics of the whole
“bulk1boundary layer” ensemble. Its solution provides a stick-slip law in terms of the molecular
parameters and extruder geometry. The model is quantitative and contains only those parameters
that can be measured directly, or extracted from independent rheological measurements. The model
predictions show a good agreement with available experimental data. ©2005 American Institute of
Physics. fDOI: 10.1063/1.1915327g

I. INTRODUCTION

Wall slip in polymer melts has been a subject of inten-
sive research for the past decades and has been recently re-
viewed by several authors.1–3 Two different mechanisms
were proposed to explain the origin of wall slip. The first
view was conceptualized by Bergem.4 It suggests that wall
slip stems from a sudden disentanglement of surface polymer
chains adsorbed on the wall from those in the polymer bulk
at a critical stress. Slip due to disentanglement occurs in the
vicinity of the wall, and is often referred to as cohesive slip.
The second view explains slip by adhesive failure of polymer
chains at the surface. This type of slip is usually referred to
as adhesive slip. It is likely that in reality both slip mecha-
nisms occur simultaneously, and therefore must be taken into
account self-consistently. However, it is generally believed
that on a high surface energy wall slip mainly occurs due to
disentanglement.

The theoretical foundation for wall slip due to disen-
tanglement was developed by Brochard-Wyart and de
Gennes5 who proposed a scaling model for a flow of a poly-
mer melt over a wall on which chains of the same polymer
are adsorbed. The model was developed for the case of low
grafting density, in which neighboring surface chains do not
overlap. The surface chains are only entangled with the flow-
ing bulk ones. Brochard-Wyart and de Gennes argued that at

low flow rates each surface chain can be considered as a
random walk, and thus has a coil-like shape. However, a fast
flow may deform the chain into a “cigar”-shaped coil. When
the diameter of the deformed cylindrical coil decreases be-
low the entanglement spacing, bulk chains suddenly disen-
tangle from surface ones and slip occurs. So the Brochard-
Wyart–de Gennes model relates the stick-slip transition near
the wall to a “coil-to-cigar” transition of surface chains.
Similar scaling theories for wall slip have been developed by
Ajdari et al.6 and Mhetar and Archer.7 Recently, Joshiet
al.8,9 proposed a molecular model for cohesive slip, based on
the microscopic consideration of the boundary layer and pro-
cesses on surface chains. The surface chains were shown to
undergo a “suppressed” convective constraint release, whose
strength determines the resistibility of the boundary layer to
the flow. It is argued that above a critical flow rate sup-
pressed convective constraint release is no longer able to
“randomize” the orientation of surface chainsscaused by the
flowing bulkd which leads to a sudden disentanglement be-
tween bulk and surface chains. Apart from disentanglement
models, several adhesive-failure theories have been proposed
in which the role of stress is usually to alter the activation
energy for detachmentssee, for example, Hill10 and
Hatzikiriakos11d.

The goal of the present paper is to develop a quantitative
molecular model for cohesive slip. Since disentanglement is
more likely to be the dominant slip mechanism on a high
surface energy wall, where high grafting densities of surface
chains are expected, this model should be able to account for
interactions between neighboring surface molecules. Our ap-
proach differs from earlier slip models. Its basis was partially
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developed in our previous work,12 in which the dynamics of
surface chains was studied, and a constitutive equation for
the wall stress was derived.

II. THE INTERFACIAL LAYER

In a real extrusion system, a molten polymer comes into
contact with the solid wall of a die. Due to the presence of
attractive polymer-wall interaction, some of the polymer
molecules in the near-wall layer become adsorbed on the
wall surfacessee Fig. 1d. In general, each of them makes
several connections with the wall, thereby forming so-called
loops and tails. The loop is a part of an adsorbed molecule
between adjacent polymer-wall connection points. Its both
ends are attached to the wall. Being highly restricted in mo-
tion, in the presence of flow, loops will be most likely
squeezed against the wall by the moving mesh of surround-
ing chains, and therefore will not interact with the flowing
bulk. In this paper, we will ignore the presence of loops, thus
assuming that each adsorbed molecule can only interact with
the bulk via its tails. The tail is a part of an adsorbed mol-
ecule that has only one connection with the wall. It is much
more mobile than the loop, and can renew its spatial configu-
ration via constraint releasesCRd, retraction, or thermal fluc-
tuations. Notice that every surface chain has two tails. Al-
though they belong to the same molecule, their motions can
be considered as being independent of each other. In the
following, each tail will be regarded as a separate tethered
chain. In general, all tethered chains present in the layer have
different numbers of monomers and consequently different
lengths. However, as a first approximation, we will assume
that at equilibrium every tethered chain has the same length
equal to LI0, the average equilibrium length of tethered
chains.

The average number of connections between the wall
and a surface molecule depends on the strength of the
polymer-wall interaction. On a high-energy wall, the ad-
sorbed chain can make many connections with the wall so
thatLI0 is much smaller thanLB0, the equilibrium length of a
bulk molecule. This in turn implies that the thickness of the
near-wall layer which contains surface chains is also much
smaller thanLB0. Note that this layer separates the flowing
bulk and the wall, and therefore will be referred to as the
interfacial layer throughout the paper.

In the picture of disentanglement mechanics proposed by
Bergem4 and afterwards used in scaling and molecular mod-
els on slip, it is the dynamics of surface chains that governs
the stick-slip transition. On a microscopic level, as noted by

Joshiet al.,8 the dynamics of tethered chains is determined
by the following processes: convection, retraction, constraint
release, and thermal fluctuations. Convection, i.e., deforma-
tion of the primitive path of a tethered chain by the flowing
bulk, rotates and stretches the tethered chain. It tends to align
the chain with the flow direction, and will ultimately squeeze
it against the wall. Due to convection, tethered chains are
stretched in the presence of flow. Hence, the motion of a
tethered chain due to convection is always accompanied by
its retraction inside the tube, which works in parallel and
independently of convection. The tube in which a tethered
chain is confined is built out of the surrounding chains. Mo-
tion of one of them may result in a release of a constraint on
the tethered chain. After this, according to Marrucci,13 the
tethered chain may experience a random local jump over a
distance of the order of the tube diameter, which results in a
local relaxation of the tethered chain conformation. So, con-
straint release randomizes configurations of tethered chains,
thus preventing their alignment by convection. Its strength
actually measures the resistibility of the interfacial layer to
the flow. Finally, the tethered chain also undergoes thermal
motion inside its tube which leads to fluctuations in the
length of its primitive path. These fluctuations are usually
referred to as contour length fluctuations, and lead to addi-
tional relaxation of the tube near the free end.

On a macroscopic level, as shown in Ref. 12, the
ensemble-averaged dynamics of tethered chains can be de-
scribed in terms of the so-called bond vector probability dis-
tribution function sBVPDFd of tethered chainsf Isb ,s0,td,
i.e., the probability for a tethered chain to have a bond vector
at positions0 and timet equal tob. In this description, the
primitive path of a tethered chain is represented as a para-
metric curve where the parameters0 is the equilibrium
arclength of a physical chain segment along the chain con-
tour from the tethered end. Theactual arclength of the seg-
ment is given by the integrale0

s0dxlsx,td, wherelsx,td is the
corresponding local stretch of the primitive path. SinceLI0 is
the length of a tethered chain, its attached and free ends
correspond tos0=0 ands0=LI0, respectively. The bond vec-
tor bss0,td is defined as the productlss0,tduss0,td, where
lss0,td anduss0,td are the local stretch and unit tangent vec-
tor to the primitive path ats0 and time t, respectively.
Clearly, bss0,td contains information on both local chain
stretch and local chain orientation, sof Isb ,s0,td is a natural
extension of the orientation distribution function of inexten-
siblesi.e.,l;1d chainswsu ,s0,td of Doi and Edwards.14 The
derived equation of motion forf Isb ,s0,td sRef. 12d accounts
for convection, retraction, and constraint release. In the case
of inextensible chains it boils down to the original equation
of motion for wsu ,s0,td found by Doi and Edwards14 sin the
absence of reptation and constraint released. Let us show now
that given f Isb ,s0,td one can directly calculate the local
stress in the interfacial layersab

I . According to Doi and
Edwards,14 sab

I can be written as

sab
I std =

GI0

LI0
E

0

LI0

ds0Sab
I ss0,td, s1d

whereGI0 andLI0 are the elastic modulus of the layer and the
equilibrium length of a tethered chain, respectively. Note that

FIG. 1. The near-wall layer. The thin and thick lines stand for bulk and
surface chains, respectively.
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Eq. s1d does not take into account a contribution of
monomer–monomer friction between bulk and tethered
chains to the local stress in the layer, which can be neglected
in the presence of bulk–tethered entanglements. The tensor
Sab

I =kbass0,tdbbss0,tdlI is the bond vector correlator where
ba is the a component of the bond vectorb of a tethered
chain. The bracketsk¯lI denote averaging over the en-
semble of tethered chains. Note that this averaging is equiva-
lent to that via the BVPDF, and so

Sab
I ss0,td =E

R3
d3bbabbf Isb,s0,td. s2d

Equation s2d shows thatSab
I is the second moment of the

BVPDF. Knowing the equation of motion forf I, one can
directly find that forSab

I . As found in Ref. 12, in the case of
small chain stretch it has the form

]Sab
I

]t
= Kag

I Sbg
I + Kbg

I Sag
I +

3nIa0
2

2

]2Sab
I

]s0
2 + 2j̄ISab

I

+E
0

s0

dxj̄Isx,td
]Sab

I

]s0
. s3d

The first two terms on the right-hand sidesRHSd pertain
to convection. The gradient velocity tensorKab

I sRef. 14d
gives the average deformation rate of the primitive path of a
tethered chain due to convection. Note that in a simple shear
flow Kab

I has only one nonzero component equal to the wall
shear rateġv. The third term on the RHS pertains to con-
straint release. It has the form of a diffusion process with the
coefficient proportional to the frequency of constraint release
nI and the equilibrium tube diametera0 squared. The last two
terms on the RHS of Eq.s3d stem from retraction with

j̄Iss0,td being the average retraction rate of the primitive path
at positions0 and timet. If TIR is the characteristic relaxation

time of chain stretch due to retraction, thenj̄Iss0,td can be
approximated by

j̄Iss0,td < −
l̄Iss0,td − 1

TIR
, s4d

wherel̄Iss0,td is the ensemble-averaged local stretch of teth-
ered chains ats0 and timet. Since the motion of a tethered
chain inside its tube can be interpreted as one-dimensional
Rouse motion,TIR is equal to the corresponding Rouse time
of tethered chains.14 The Rouse timeTIR of tethered chains is
two times larger than the corresponding Rouse time of bulk
chains with the same number of monomers. Note that the
single relaxation-time approximation in Eq.s4d may not be
applicable for segments near the free end where fast equili-
bration processes are expected to be active. In Eq.s4d,
l̄Iss0,td can be in turn expressed viaSab

I . Sinceba=lua and
u is a unit vector, then

l̄Iss0,td < ÎkbabalI = ÎSaa
I , s5d

where summation is implied over repeated indices. Equation
s5d reveals that the equation of motion for the correlatorSab

I

is nonlinear. To solve it, we must also specify the boundary
conditions forSab

I . Since the unattached end of a tethered

chain is “free to choose” its direction and all the directions
are equally probable,f Isb ,s0,td at s0=LI0 is isotropic. The
relaxation time of chain segments close to the free end is of
the order ofte, the Rouse time of one segment. So, on the
time scale ofTIR, fast retraction near the free end can be
considered instantaneous so that the corresponding chain
stretch can be neglected. On the other hand, basing on sym-
metry arguments,Sab

I ss0,td can be thought of as being an
even function ofs0. Therefore,

Sab
I ss0 = LI0,td =

1

3
dab, U ]Sab

I ss0,td
]s0

U
s0=0

= 0. s6d

Equations6d shows that the mean local chain stretch at the
attached end of a tethered chain is maximal.

In Eq. s3d, the contribution of thermal fluctuations, i.e.,
another possible relaxation mechanism, has not been in-
cluded yet. These fluctuations involve motion of the free end
of a tethered chain inside its tube, thereby temporarily creat-
ing a higher than the average density of monomers near the
chain end. When the chain end moves outward again, it is
free to choose its direction and the initial orientation relaxes.
According to Milner and McLeish,15 the mean relaxation
time of chain segments due to fluctuations increases expo-
nentially with the distance from the chain end and can be
written as

tIss0d < tI0e
1.5ZTs1 − s0/LI0d2, s7d

where ZT is the mean number of constraints per tethered
chain. In Eq.s7d use was made of the fact that chain stretch
is small near the free end of a tethered chain. For the time
constanttI0 we use the Rouse time of a tethered chainTIR. A
more accurate prefactor, which depends ons0, was derived in
Ref. 15. In view of Eq.s7d, the contribution of thermal fluc-
tuations into the equation of motion forSab

I fEq. s3dg has the
form

−
1

tIss0d
fSab

I ss0,td − Sab
eq g, Sab

eq =
1

3
dab, s8d

whereSab
eq is the equilibrium correlator corresponding to the

isotropic BVPDF andl;1. Equations7d explicitly shows
that thermal fluctuations become especially important for
short si.e., smallZTd tethered chains.

According to Eq.s1d, the wall stress is proportional to
the averaged along the tethered chain contour value of the
correlator Sab

I , so Eq. s3d extended with Eq.s8d actually
forms the constitutive equation for the interfacial layer. A
layer constitutive equation was also derived by Joshiet al.8

who extended the contour variable of Meadet al.16 to the
case of tethered chains. Their model is formulated in terms
of the tube survival probabilityGss0,td,14 whereas in our
approach the equation for the stress is written directly. Note
that we have not yet explicitly specifiednI, the frequency of
constraint release on tethered chains. In order to complete the
obtained constitutive equation, in Sec. III we will study con-
straint release on tethered chains and find an explicit expres-
sion for nI.

214711-3 Cohesive slip at polymer melt/solid interfaces J. Chem. Phys. 122, 214711 ~2005!
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III. CONSTRAINT RELEASE IN THE INTERFACIAL
LAYER

In general, every tethered chain is entangled with other
tethered and bulk chains present in the layerssee Fig. 1d.
This implies two sorts of constraints on a tethered chain.
Those of the first sort are imposed by bulk chains, and can be
released via their reptationsthermal constraint released or
retractionsconvective constraint released. Constraints of the
second sort are imposed by other tethered chains and re-
leased via thermal fluctuations of their free endssthe so-
called arm retractiond. According to Ajdari and
co-workers,6,17 the characteristic time scale of arm retraction
tAR, that is to say the mean lifetime of a “tethered” con-
straint, is given by

tAR < tdsZTdZT
−1 expsaZTd, s9d

wheretdsZTd is the reptation time14 of a free chain which has
ZT entanglement segments, anda=15/10 is a numerical
prefactor. The characteristic time scale of thermal constraint
releasestTCR, i.e., the mean time necessary to remove one
“bulk” constraint via reptation, was calculated earlier in Ref.
18 fsee equation below Eq.s21dg. As found in Ref. 18,tTCR

can be estimated as

tTCR < tdsZBdZB
−1.

This equation shows that forZB,100,tAR is of the order of
tTCR only for very short tethered chains withZT,5. For
tethered chains withZT.5, the lifetime of a tethered con-
straint is much larger than that of a bulk one, so it is possible
to think that only bulk constraints can be released. As men-
tioned before, the thickness of the interfacial layer is usually
much smaller than the length of bulk molecules. This means
that the bulk chains present in the layer are actually short
fragments of molecules from the polymer bulk. Therefore,
the frequency of constraint release on tethered chainsnI can
be written as

nI = nBfZ, s10d

wherenB is the corresponding frequency of constraint release
in the bulk, andfZ is the fraction of bulk constraints per
tethered chain. A similar relation betweennI and nB was
derived in Ref. 9. Note thatnB is inversely proportional to
the mean lifetime of a constraint in the bulk, and thus is a
function of the bulk flow rate. To calculatefZ, let us assume
that all the entanglements in the layer are pairwise contacts
between separate polymer chains. Then, the entanglement
network in the layer can be imagined as being built out of
interacting “half-entanglements”ssee Fig. 2d.

Every tethered chain contributes toZT/2 entanglements,
or equivalently providesZT tethered half-entanglements. Ev-
ery bulk chain present in the layer may provideup to ZB bulk
half-entanglements, whereZB is the mean number of con-
straints per molecule in the bulk. A half-entanglement “inter-
acts” with another tethered or bulk one available in the layer.
Two half-entanglements build an entanglement of one of the
three types: tethered–tetheredsT–Td, bulk–bulk sB–Bd, or
tethered–bulksB–Td. Let WT andWB be the fractions of teth-
ered and bulk half-entanglements per unit volume in the in-

terfacial layer, respectively. Since half-entanglements are
distributed homogeneously in the layer, corresponding frac-
tions of entanglements of each type per unit volume in the
layer are given by

WBB = WBWB, WTT = WTWT, WBT = 2WBWT. s11d

The factor 2 in the expression forWBT stems fromWBT

=WTB. Let ST be the surface density of tethered chains, that
is the number of tethered chains per unit area on the wall.
The number of surface molecules adsorbed on the wall is
then equal toST/2. Since each tethered chain providesZT

tethered half-entanglements, the number of tethered half-
entanglements per unit area of the wall in the layer is given
by ZTST. On the other hand, the corresponding total number
of half-entanglements per unit area is

2h

a0
3 , s12d

whereh anda0 are the thickness of the interfacial layer and
mean distance between entanglements, respectively.a0 rep-
resents the mesh size of the entanglement network in the
melt. It is of the same order as the tube diameter and step
length ssee also Doi and Edwards14d.

In Eq. s12d, a0
3 gives the volume “occupied” by a single

entanglement. The volume fractions of bulk and tethered
half-entanglements in the layer are then given by

WT = a0
3ZTST

2h
, WB = 1 −a0

3ZTST

2h
, s13d

where use was made of the fact thatWT+WB=1. If the sur-
face densityST of tethered chains is equal to the critical
value,

ST
* =

2h

a0
3

1

ZT
, s14d

the volume fraction of bulk half-entanglementsWB in the
layer vanishes, which means that the layer no longer contains
bulk chains. At high surface densitiesSTùST

* , bulk chains
are “expelled” from the layer, so it is only populated by
tethered ones. This regime is usually referred to as the dry-
brush regime.9 With the help ofST

* fEq. s14dg, Eq. s13d reads
as

FIG. 2. The entanglement network in the interfacial layer.
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WT =
ST

ST
* , WB = 1 −

ST

ST
* . s15d

In terms ofWB andWT, the mean fraction of bulk constraints
per tethered chainfZ is given by

fZ =
WBT

WTT + WBT
=

2WB

WT + 2WB
, s16d

where use was made of Eq.s11d. Clearly, in the dry-brush
regime, fZ=0, so a tethered chain has only tethered con-
straints, as expected. In the opposite case of very low surface
densities, entanglements between neighboring tethered
chains are unlikely, so that all the constraints on a tethered
chain are bulk, andfZ=1. This regime is often referred to as
the mushroom regime. There is an intermediate grafting re-
gime in which every tethered chain has both bulk and teth-
ered constraints, and sofZ,1 ssee Fig. 3d.

A typical behavior of the fractionfZ versus the surface
densityST is shown in Fig. 4. It is seen thatfZ is a monoto-
nously decreasing function ofST which implies that the role
of interactions between neighboring tethered chains in-
creases withST. At low ST, where tethered chains do not

overlap,fZ<1, and the frequencynI is equal to that in the
polymer bulknB. However, at higherST where interactions
between tethered chains become essential,nI can be much
smaller thannB. In this regime constraint release on tethered
chains is “suppressed” by tethered–tethered chain interac-
tions. As mentioned before, it is constraint release which
prevents the alignment of tethered chains by the flow and
determines the resistibility of the interfacial layer to the flow.
By reducingnI, we “ease” the alignment, thereby facilitating
slip. Therefore, at high grafting densities suppressed con-
straint release on tethered chains may lead to the onset of slip
even at rather small flow rates.

Equations10d shows that the frequency of constraint re-
leasenI on tethered chains depends on the bulk flow ratesvia
nBd and the surface energy of the wallsvia STd. It may also
depend on the flow rate in the layer via the thicknessh fsee
Eq. s14dg. The dependence ofnI on the parameters of the
bulk implies that the dynamics of tethered chainssand ac-
cordingly interfacial layerd is coupled to that of polymer
chains in the bulk. As a consequence, in order to quantify the
stick-slip transition, we must consider the dynamics of the
whole, i.e., “bulk1interfacial layer,” system. To this end, in
Sec. IV we will derive a constitutive equation for bulk chains
in the presence of flow.

IV. BULK REGION

Similar to the wall stress, the local stress in the bulk can
be presented as

sab
B std =

GB0

LB0
E

−LB0/2

LB0/2

ds0Sab
B ss0,td, s17d

whereLB0, Sab
B , andGB0 are the equilibrium length of bulk

chains, the bond vector correlator, and the elastic modulus of
the bulk, respectively. In the case of bulk chains it is conve-
nient to choose the interval for the parameters0 as −LB0/2
,s0,LB0/2, where segments withs0= ±LB0/2 correspond
to the free ends of a chain. Bulk chains undergo the same
mechanisms as tethered ones and may also “reptate.” So the
equation of motion forSab

B can be readily inferred from Eq.
s3d if we also take into account reptation. According to Doi
and Edwards,14 the contribution of reptation to the equation
of motion for Sab

B of inextensible chains has the form of a

FIG. 3. Grafting regimes. From left to right: mushroom regime, intermediate regime, dry-brush regime. The thick and thin lines stand for tethered andbulk
molecules, respectively.

FIG. 4. Fraction of ‘bulk’ constraints per tethered chain vs surface density
of tethered chains.
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diffusion process with coefficientDc, the diffusion coeffi-
cient of reptation. Note that reptation is only important in the
absence of flow or in slow flow, that is when the polymer
chains are not stretched. Moreover, reptation is independent
of other mechanisms on bulk chains. Therefore, from Eq.s3d
we immediately havesfor certainty 0,s0,LB0/2d

]Sab
B

]t
= Kag

B Sbg
B + Kbg

B Sag
B + SDc +

3nBa0
2

2
D ]2Sab

B

]s0
2

+ 2j̄BSab
B +E

0

s0

dxj̄Bsx,td
]Sab

B

]s0

−
1

tB
sSab

B − Sab
eq d,

s18d

whereSab
eq is the equilibrium value of the bond vector cor-

relator defined in Eq.s8d. Here, Kab
B is the bulk gradient

velocity tensor. In a simple shear flow,Kab
B has only one

nonzero component equal to the bulk shear rateġb. The cor-
responding mean lifetimetBss0d of the tube segments0 of a
bulk chain due to thermal fluctuations is given by

tBss0d < TBRe0.75ZBs1 − 2s0/LB0d2, s19d

where TBR is the Rouse time of bulk chains. In Eq.s18d,
j̄Bss0,td is the corresponding retraction rate of the primitive
path ats0 and timet. In the single relaxation-time approxi-

mation j̄Bss0,td reads as

j̄Bss0,td < −
l̄Bss0,td − 1

TBR
, s20d

wherel̄B is the mean local stretch of bulk chains. In order to
“close” Eq.s18d and complete the model, we must specify an
explicit expression fornB, the frequency of constraint release
in the bulk. In general, constraints on bulk chains are re-
leased by reptationfthermal constraint releasesTCRdg or re-
traction fconvective constraint releasesCCRdg of surround-
ing molecules. The frequency of CCR can be readily found if
we assume that retraction of one free end of a bulk molecule
over a distance equal to the mean entanglement spacinga0

releases one constraint on another chain. Basing on this ob-
servation, in Ref. 18 we found that the frequencynB of CCR
on bulk chains is given by

nB = 2
2

a0ZB
FE

0

L0/2

dxuj̄Bsx,tduG . s21d

The expression in square brackets is the retraction rate of a
chain end inside the tube, i.e., the average velocity between
the free end and the tube. Equations21d also accounts for the
fact that only a fraction of 2/ZB of the constraints will on
average be released on a chain during the characteristic time
interval needed for bulk chains to retract its end over the
distancea0. The prefactor 2 on the RHS indicates that both
ends of a chain contribute to CCR. Basing on similar argu-
ments, the frequency of TCR was found to be

nB =
4Dc

ZBa0
2 .

The derived equation of motion for the correlatorSab
B de-

scribes the time evolution of the average configuration of
bulk chains in flow. One may ascertain that it can also be
derived from the corresponding equation of motion for the
BVPDF of bulk chains found in Ref. 18. Note that Eq.s18d
can be written in the form of the Rolie–Poly bulk constitu-
tive equation proposed by Likhtman and Graham19 if one
neglects high order modes due to CCR and retraction, as well
as the position dependence of the local chain stretch. In Sec.
V a molecular model for slip will be formulated which com-
bines both the equation of motion for the interfacial layer
and for the bulk.

V. MODEL FOR SLIP AT POLYMER/SOLID INTERFACE

In this section, a molecular model for wall slip is formu-
lated for the case of parallel-plate geometry for which pre-
cise experimental data on slip are available. A simplesnot on
scaled sketch of a parallel-plate rheometer is shown in Fig. 5.
It is a controlled shear rate apparatus in which a homoge-
neous polymer melt is confined between two metal plates.
The lower plate is fixed and will be referred to as ‘wall’
throughout the text. The upper plate is moving at a certain
constant velocityVp. No slippage is assumed between the
upper plate and the melt. The movement of the upper plate
builds up a linear velocity profile in the melt. However, as
seen in Fig. 5, there are two different flow regions that must
be distinguished. The first one is the bulk. It only contains
bulk polymer chains and has the shear rateġb. The second
flow region is the interfacial layer. It contains both surface
and bulk chains and has the shear rateġw.

Our goal is to describe quantitatively the stick-slip tran-
sition in such a system. A successful stick-slip law must be
able to predict the dependence of slip parameters of the sys-
tem ssuch as the slip velocityd as well as the disentanglement
point on the molecular data and processing conditions. In the
previous sections we considered the dynamics of tethered
chains, which is believed to be the “clue” to the onset of slip.
As discussed above, it is coupled to the dynamics of polymer
molecules in the bulk. To derive a quantitative stick-slip law
si.e., the slip velocityVs versus the velocity of the upper

FIG. 5. The parallel-plate geometry:H is the distance between plates,h is
the thickness of the interfacial layer, andġw andġb are the shear rates in the
layer and the bulk, respectively. The slip velocityVs is defined as the aver-
age velocity of monomers at the top of the layer.
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plate Vpd, we have to consider the dynamics of the whole
flow, namely, the bulk1interfacial layer. The derived equa-
tions of motion for the interfacial layerfsee Eq.s3dg and for
the bulkfsee Eq.s18dg allow to calculate the slip velocityVs

provided that the corresponding shear ratesġb and ġw are
known. However,ġb andġw are not independent parameters,
but coupled functions ofVp. To determine them self-
consistently, we need two extra equations. The first one
stems from the continuity of the average velocity of mono-
mers in the melt which can be written as

hġw + ġbsH − hd = Vp, s22d

whereH is the distance between plates. The first term on the
left-hand sidesLHSd gives the slip velocityVs, which is de-
fined as the average velocity of monomers at the top of the
layer, whereas the second represents the change in the melt
velocity over the bulk. As shown in Ref. 12, the layer thick-
nessh is a nonlinear function ofġw. Besides that,h also
depends onġb via nI, the frequency of CR on tethered
chains. So, givenġb, Eq. s22d yields a nonlinear equation for
ġw. In the molecular model of Joshiet al.,8 the dependence
of the layer thicknessh on ġw was neglected in Eq.s22d, and
instead its equilibrium value was used. This may result in an
overestimate ofVs near the transition point where significant
alignment of tethered chains by the flow is expected. The
second equation relatingġb andġw stems from the continuity
of stress at the interface between the bulk and interfacial
layer:

sxy
B sġbd = sxy

I sġwd s23d

As found in Ref. 12, the wall shear stresssxy
I is a nonlinear

function of ġw. Moreover, it also depends onġb via the fre-
quency of CR in the layer. Therefore, Eq.s23d yields another
nonlinear relation betweenġb and ġw. To proceed, we also
need to incorporate the elastic moduliGB0 andGI0 fsee Eqs.
s1d and s17dg. Note that to solve Eq.s23d we do not need to
know their absolute values. Instead, we only need to specify
their ratio GI0/GB0. Let us show now that this ratio can be
expressed in terms of the molecular parameters of the melt
and surface density of tethered chainsST. As follows from
the rubber elasticity theoryssee, for example, de Gennes,20d
the elastic modulus of the bulkGB0 is proportional to the
equilibrium number of entanglements per unit volume 1/a0

3,
where a0 is the mean distance between entanglements. In
order to find the coefficient, let us point out a unit volume in
the melt which contains, sayrn polymer chains. If all the
entanglements in the melt are pairwise contacts between
separate polymer chains, then the number of entanglements
per unit volume is

rn

2
Z̄ =

1

a0
3 ,

where Z̃=M /Me is the mean number of constraints per
chain. HereM is the mean molecular weight of polymer
chains, andMe is the mean molecular weight between en-
tanglements. Therefore, according to Doi and Edwards,14 we
have that

GB0 =
rnMkBT

Me
=

2kBT

a0
3 . s24d

A similar expression can be written forGI0. However, atten-
tion must be paid that it is mainly entanglements between
bulk and tethered chains that are active in transferring stress
from the flowing bulk to the interfacial layer. Therefore, the
elastic modulus of the interfacial layer can be approximated
as

GI0 <
2kBT

a0
3 cBT

0 , s25d

where cBT
0 is the equilibrium volume fraction of bulk–

tetheredsB–Td entanglements in the layer. Its explicit form
can be readily found from the half-entanglements model dis-
cussed above. From Eq.s11d, cBT

0 is given by

GI0

GB0
= cBT

0 =
WBT

WBB + WBT + WTT
= 2WB

0WT
0, s26d

whereWB
0 and WT

0 are the equilibrium volume fractions of
bulk and tethered half-entanglements, respectively. An ex-
plicit form of WB

0 and WT
0 directly follows from Eq.s13d if

the layer thicknessh is replaced with its equilibrium value.
In the mushroom regime, in which neighboring tethered
chains do not overlap, from Eq.s26d it follows that the wall
shear stresssxy

I is proportional to the surface density of teth-
ered chainsST, similar to the behavior predicted by the slip
model of Brochard-Wyart and de Gennes5 and molecular
model of Joshiet al.8 On the other hand, at high grafting
densities withWB!WT, the wall shear stresssxy

I is propor-
tional to fZ

0ST, wherefZ
0 is the equilibrium fraction of bulk

constraints per tethered chainssee Fig. 4d. Note that in the
absence of desorption,ST is a constant independent of the
melt temperature and shear rate.

A typical behavior ofcBT
0 as a function ofST is pre-

sented in Fig. 6. As is seen,cBT
0 is a nonmonotonous function

FIG. 6. Equilibrium volume fraction of B–T entanglements in the layer vs
surface density.S0T

* is the equilibrium surface density of the dry-brush
regime.
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of ST. At small ST, cBT
0 increases linearly withST. In this

regime, the number of bulk–tetheredsB–Td entanglements in
the layer is small compared to entanglements between bulk
chains. Moreover, entanglements between neighboring teth-
ered chains are unlikely, so that different tethered chains con-
tribute independently tocBT

0 . Inclusion of one additional
tethered chain in the layer will createZT new B–T entangle-
ments. At a certain critical surface density, which is of the
order of the overlap surface density, entanglements between
neighboring tethered chains start to play an important role in
the entanglement network. In this regime, all bulk chains
available in the layer are already “captured” by tethered
chains so that inclusion of one new tethered chain will not
create new B–T entanglements. Instead, some tethered–
tethered entanglements will be created, and as a result some
of the bulk constraints on tethered chains will be replaced
with tethered ones. By increasingST, connections between
tethered chains become more and more favorable, and so
bulk molecules are gradually expelled from the layer. This
results in a decrease in the corresponding density of B–T
entanglements. AtST=ST

* the layer enters the dry-brush re-
gime, in which there are no more B–T entanglements in the
layer.

By now we have found the constitutive equations for the
layer and for the bulk. We also found that continuity of ve-
locity and stress at the bulk-layer interface provide an ex-
plicit dependence of the bulk and wall shear rates on the
upper plate velocity. Equationss3d, s18d, s22d, ands23d lie at
the heart of the model. They form a closed system of equa-
tions whose solution provides a detailed information about
the dynamics of the melt in terms of the molecular and sur-
face parameters, and the die geometry. In Sec. VI, predic-
tions of the model for the stick-slip law will be presented.

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The final system of Equationss3d, s18d, s22d, and s23d
was solved numerically using the conventional Newton
method. Steady-state model predictions for the stick-slip law
are presented in Figs. 7–15. In Fig. 7, the layer thicknessh is
shown as a function of the “global” shear rateġ=Vp/H for

different surface densities of tethered chains. The thicknessh

was estimated as the ensemble averagekR̂yR̂yl−1/2, where

R̂y was they component of the end-to-end vector of a teth-
ered chain. As shown in Ref. 18, in the absence of a long-
range interaction between chain segments along the contour,
this correlator can be expressed via the averaged along the
chain contour value ofSyy

I , the yy component of the bond
vector correlator of tethered chainsfsee Eq.s2dg. Therefore,

h2 < kR̂yR̂yl <
3h0

2

L0
E

0

L0

ds0Syy
I ss0,td, s27d

where the coefficient before the integral makes sure that in
the absence of flowh is equal toh0, the equilibrium layer
thickness. An explicit expression forh0 can be easily found
from the freely jointed chain model.14 As in the absence of
flow each tethered chain is a random walk and has a coil-like
shape;h0 can be estimated as the mean diameter of the coil
given by ÎNTb, whereNT is the number of monomers per
tethered chain, andb is the monomer size.

FIG. 7. Layer thickness vs shear rate for different grafting densities, for
ZB=30 andZT=10.

FIG. 8. Critical shear rate vs surface density for differentZB, for ZT=10.

FIG. 9. Critical shear rate vs surface density for differentZT, for ZB=50.
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As seen in Fig. 7, the layer thicknessh decreases mo-
notonously with the shear rateġ which indicates that tethered
chains are more oriented in faster flows. At small shear rates,
the flow disturbs the coil structure of tethered chains only
slightly so thath is nearly equal to the diameter of the coil.
In this regime,h decreases withġ only slowly. At higher
shear rates, due to an increased imbalance between convec-
tion and constraint release, the slope of the curve becomes so
steep that even a small increase in the upper plate velocityVp

sor equivalently inġd leads to a dramatic decrease inh. In
this case, tethered chains are significantly oriented by the
flow, in agreement with the hypothesis by Brochard-Wyart
and de Gennes.5 A further increase inġ leads to a collapse of
the interfacial layer after which tethered chains are com-
pletely squeezed against the wall, forming a sort of “lubrica-
tion” layer between the flowing melt and the wall. The col-
lapse of the layer implies disentanglement between bulk and
tethered chains, and therefore macroscopic wall slip. The
shear rate at which the dramatic decrease ofh with ġ is
observed can therefore be associated with the critical shear
rate ġcr for the onset of macroscopic.

Attention must be paid that, as seen in Fig. 7, for a given
shear rateh is a nonmonotonous function of the surface den-
sity of tethered chainsST. This can be explained as follows.
At large ST, where interactions between separate tethered
chains suppress constraint release, tethered chains are more
easily oriented by the flow than in the mushroom regime. On
the other hand, for a given shear rateġ, in the mushroom
regime tethered chains undergo a larger drag force compared
to higher surface densities where this drag force is distrib-
uted among a larger number of tethered chains. So for a
given ġ, tethered chains are less oriented in the intermediate
grafting regimessee Fig. 3d in comparison to the mushroom
regime.

In Figs. 8 and 9, the critical shear rate for wall slipġcr is
presented versusST for different molecular weights of bulk
and tethered molecules. We remind that the mean number of
constraints per chainZ is defined as the ratioMn/Me, where
Mn is the average molecular weight, andMe is the average

FIG. 10. Critical shear rate vsZB for different grafting densities, forZT

=15.

FIG. 11. Slip velocity vs shear rate, forZB=40 andZT=10.

FIG. 12. Slip length vs slip velocity, forZB=40 andZT=10.

FIG. 13. Slip velocity vs shear rateġ. The solid line is the model prediction.
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molecular weight between entanglements. It is seen that,
similar to the volume fraction of bulk–tethered entangle-
mentscBT

0 ssee Figure 6d, ġcr is a nonmonotonous function of
ST. In the mushroom regime, bothcBT and ġcr are small,
which indicates that a small number of bulk–tethered en-
tanglements is insufficient to prevent the onset of slip at high
shear rates. Here bothġcr and cBT

0 are proportional toST

which implies that separate tethered chains move indepen-
dently of each other. Clearly, in this case each tethered chain
gives a separate contribution toġcr. The inclusion of one new
tethered chain in the interfacial layer will create newZT

bulk–tethered entanglements and therefore will “improve”
the resistibility of the layer to the flow. A decrease inġcr with
ST at high surface densities of tethered chains can be asso-
ciated with that of the volume fraction of bulk–tethered en-
tanglements in the layercBT

0 ssee Fig. 6d and mean fraction

of bulk constraints per tethered chainfZ ssee Fig. 4d. In
other words, by increasingST we decrease the number of
bulk–tethered entanglements in the layer as well as the
“strength” of constraint release on tethered chains, thus fa-
cilitating an “early” stick-slip transition.

The comparison of Fig. 6 with Fig. 8 yields that the
critical surface densityST

scrd, at which the critical shear rate
ġcr is maximal, is equal to the surface density of tethered
chains at which the number of bulk–tethered entanglements
in the interfacial layer is maximal. Apparently,ST

scrd pinpoints
a grafting regime in which tethered–tethered entanglements
start to play an important role in the dynamics of the inter-
facial layer. According to Fig. 8,ST

scrd is given by

ST
scrd < 0.5S0T

* , s28d

whereS0T
* is the equilibrium surface density of the dry-brush

regimefsee Eq.s14dg.
Figure 8 shows that an increase in the molecular weight

of bulk molecules leads to a decrease inġcr at a fixedST. The
amplitude of the maximum seems to be nearly proportional
to ZB

−1. However, its position, i.e., the critical surface density
ST

scrd, is insensitive toZB. In contrast, as follows from Fig. 9,
ġcr can be a decreasing, increasing, or even a nonmonoto-
nous function of the molecular weight of tethered chains,
depending on the value ofST. The amplitude of the maxi-
mum is, however, independent ofZT, whereas its position
scales asZT

−1/2. The nonmonotonous dependence ofġcr on ST

was predicted by Joshi and Lele9 and reported in Refs. 3 and
21.

Similar to the critical shear rate for spurtġcr, the corre-
sponding critical shear stressscr is found to be a nonmonoto-
nous function ofST. At ST,ST

scrd, scr can be written as

scr = C1GB0ST, s29d

whereC1 is a constant independent ofST. According to Doi
and Edwards,14 the bulk elastic modulusGB0 is proportional
to the melt temperatureT, so Eq.s29d can be written in a
form similar to that proposed by Brochard-Wyart and de
Gennes.5 Basing on scaling arguments, they found that in the
mushroom regime

scr ~ STkBT, s30d

wherekB is the Boltzmann constant. In the absence of de-
sorption,ST is constant so thatscr increases linearly withT
over the whole range of grafting regimes. Such a linear de-
pendence was reported by many authorsssee, for example,
Wang and Drda22d. In contrast, as expected for an activation
process,10 scr is likely to decrease with temperature in the
case of slip via desorption. A temperature decrease of the
critical shear stress on a low surface energy wall was re-
ported in Ref. 23. According to Doi and Edwards,14 the
Rouse time of bulk chainsTRB~T−1. Thus, Fig. 8 shows that
in the case of slip via disentanglementġcr also scales linearly
with T.

In Fig. 10, the critical shear rateġcr is shown against the
molecular weight of bulk chains for different grafting re-
gimes. Since the Rouse timeTBR of bulk chains is propor-
tional to ZB

2,14 Fig. 10 shows that at smallST ġcr scales as
ZB

−3.4, in agreement with the result of Joshi and Lele.9 Note

FIG. 14. Slip length vs slip velocity. The solid line is the model prediction.

FIG. 15. Critical shear rateġcr vs grafting density. The solid lines are the
model predictions.
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that at higherST, ġcr becomes slightly more sensitive toZB.
Durliat et al.21 reported thatġcr scales asMw

−3.1±0.5at surface
densities up to the critical valueST

scrd. Contrary toġcr, the
present model predicts only a weak dependence of the criti-
cal shear stressscr on ZB, similar to the behavior reported in
Ref. 24.

In Fig. 11, the slip velocityVs, defined as the average
velocity of monomers at the top of the interfacial layer, is
shown versus the global shear rateġ. Two regimes can be
discerned. At smallġ, Vs is much smaller thanVp and slowly
increases withġ. However, whenġ approaches the critical
shear rateġcr the slope of the curveVssġd becomes so steep
that even a small increase inġ leads to a dramatic increase in
Vs. A further increase inġ results in a sudden stick-slip tran-
sition after whichVs “jumps” up to Vp. Above ġcr, a third
regime of strong slip is expected for whichVs is of the order
of Vp. In this regime the flow may become unstable, so a
time-dependent solution of the constitutive equations for the
bulk and for the layer is required. The existence of the three
regimes in the curveVssġd was predicted by Brochard-Wyart
and de Gennes5 and reported by Durliatet al.21

Figure 11 shows a nonzeroVs even at smallġ, in accor-
dance with the data by Durliatet al.21 So the polymer melt
always slips, whatever the shear rate. The amount of slip is
characterized by the amplitude of the slip velocity. Attention
must be paid to the fact thatVs remains small compared toVp

up to the transition pointġcr which implies that this weak slip
regime can hardly be inferred from macroscopic behavior
such as a slope change in experimentally measured strain-
stress curves. Atġcr, a transition from “microscopic” slip to a
regime of strong slip occurs after whichVs is no longer
small, but of the order ofVp. This can be readily detected
se.g., via a significant pressure drop in controlled shear rate
experiments or even visuallyd. As seen in Fig. 11, the transi-
tion between weak and strong slips is rather sharp, i.e., ini-
tiated at the critical shear rateġcr. At small ġ swhen Vs

!Vpd, Eq. s22d reads as

ġb =
Vp

H − h
<

Vp

H
, s31d

where use was made of the fact thath is microscopic,
whereasH is macroscopic. On the other hand, the wall shear
rate ġw=Vs/h, where h is the thickness of the interfacial
layer. An increase in the upper plate velocityVp sor, equiva-
lently in the global shear rateġd leads to a decrease inh and
an increase inVs so thatġw also increases. So at small shear
rates bothġb and ġw increase withVp. By further increasing
the upper plate velocityVp, the wall shear rateġw continues
to grow. This dependence becomes especially strong whenġ
approachesġcr. Then, even a small increase inVp leads to a
sharp increase inġw. However, as follows from Eq.s22d, the
sharp increase inVs implies that the bulk shear rateġb in-
creases only slightly or even decreases withġ near ġcr. We
remind that it isġw that defines the rate at which tethered
chains in the layer are deformed by the flow, whereasġb

determines the resistibility of the layer to the flow via the
frequency of constraint release on tethered chainsnI. There-
fore, by increasingVp, we increase the imbalance between
convection and constraint release. At the transition point, the

“weak” constraint release is no longer able to resist convec-
tion, and sustain a sufficient number of bulk–tethered en-
tanglements in the layer to prevent the onset of macroscopic
slip. This picture is consistent with the original theory of
Brochard-Wyart and de Gennes5 who described a sudden
loss of entanglements between tethered and bulk chains at a
critical shear stress.

In Fig. 12, the slip lengthbs=Vs/ ġb is shown against the
slip velocity Vs. At low Vs, bs is nearly constant, in accor-
dance with the predictions of Brochard-Wyart and de
Gennes.5 The value ofbs at smallVs is often referred to as
the zero-slip-lengthb0. b0 depends on a grafting regime and
molecular parameters of the melt. In particular, a decrease in
ST leads to an increase inb0, similar to the behavior pre-
dicted by Joshi and co-workers.9 In the vicinity of the critical
point a sharp increase inbs is observed withVs. After a
transition to strong slip,Vs jumps toVp whereasġb decreases
so that a regime of a nearly constant macroscopically large
slip length is expected. The three regimes in the curvebssVsd
were first predicted by the disentanglement model of
Brochard-Wyart and de Gennes,5 and observed experimen-
tally by Migler and co-workersssee review of Legeret al.3d.

In the rest of this section, the model predictions will be
compared with the available experimental data on slip. Leger
et al.3 and Durliatet al.21 performed a series of experiments
on monodisperse polymethylsiloxanesPDMSd chains of mo-
lecular weight of 96 kg/mol adsorbed on a silica wall with a
controlled surface density. These chains form a polymer
brush which is in contact with a monodisperse PDMS melt
of molecular weight of 970 kg/mol. The size and molar mass
of the monomer are reported to be 0.5 nm and 0.074 kg/mol,
respectively. Using the molecular data of Fetterset al.,25

from Eq.s24d the mean entanglement spacinga0 is estimated
to be 4.8 nm. The distanceH between parallel plates in the
rheometerssee Fig. 5d is reported to be 8mm.

In order to make a comparison quantitative, we have to
specify explicitly all the parameters of the model, namelyZT,
ZB, TBR, andST. First, given the above molecular data, one
can easily estimate the critical overlap surface density of
tethered chainsST

** as

ST
** <

4

pNTb2 < 3.883 1015 schains/m2d, s32d

whereNT is the number of monomers per tethered molecule.
On the other hand,ST

** can be defined as the surface density
at which every tethered chain has on average only one teth-
ered constraint. From Eq.s16d, where the fraction of bulk
constraints per tethered chain isfZ=1−1/ZT, we then have

ST
** <

4h0

b3

1

ZT
2S ZT

NT
D3/2

, s33d

whereb andh0 are the monomeric size and equilibrium layer
thickness, respectively. The comparison of Eq.s32d with Eq.
s33d yields that ZT<10, and consequentlyZB<100. Al-
though the Rouse timeTBR of bulk molecules can be in prin-
ciple measured, we will treat it as an adjustable parameter. Its
value can be easily estimated from the amplitude of the
maximum of the curveġcrsSTd ssee Fig. 8d. Comparison with
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the data of Durliatet al.21 then yieldsTBR<1.5310−4 s.
In Fig. 13, the model predictions for the slip velocityVs

as a function of the shear rateġ are compared with the mi-
croscopic slip data of Legeret al.3 The surface density of
tethered chainsST is reported to be nearly two times smaller
than the corresponding critical surface densityST

scrd in Eq.
s28d. As is seen, the model predictions are in a good agree-
ment with the experimental data over a wide range of shear
rates up to the transition point. In Fig. 14, the data of Leger
et al.3 for the slip length versus the slip velocity are com-
pared with the model predictions. Clearly, the present model
provides a good agreement with the experimental data for
both the weak slip and transition regimes. In Fig. 15, the
critical shear rate for spurtġcr is shown versus the surface
density of tethered chainsST. The model predictions are
compared with the data by Durliatet al.21 As is seen, the
model is able to predictġcr over a wide range of grafting
regimes, including those where interaction between neigh-
boring tethered chains plays an important role in the dynam-
ics of the interfacial layer.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

A molecular model for slip is developed which is ca-
pable to quantify the stick-slip law given the molecular and
surface parameters, and the extruder geometry. Contrary to
the existing scaling models for slip, it allows to write down
directly a quantitative equation of motion for the local stress.
The final constitutive equations have a simple structure and
do not require costly numerical calculations. They allow ac-
curate inclusion of interactions between tethered chains at
high surface densities. The numerical analysis of the final
system showed that both the critical shear stress and shear
rate for the onset of spurt are nonmonotonous functions of
the surface density of tethered chains. As explained above,
the early onset of slipsand thus spurtd at low surface cover-
age is due to the lack of entanglements between bulk and
tethered chains. On the other hand, the decrease of the criti-
cal shear ratesstressd with the surface density of tethered
chains at higher densities stems from both the lack of bulk–
tethered entanglements and suppressed constraint release. It
is found that in the absence of chain desorption both the

critical shear rate and stress show increase linearly with the
melt temperature over a wide range of grafting regimes, in
agreement with available experimental observations. The
model predictions are shown to be in a good agreement with
experimental data over a wide range of flow and grafting
regimes.
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